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Brief presentation
Emergency Inatable Lighting Systems is a powerful mobile lighting unit consisting of a cylindrical bearing structure lled with air. In just 15 seconds, this structure brings to an operative height of four/ve metres, one or more light sources of 95,000 lumens of power, enabling you to illuminate large areas at 360
degrees with low beam light. The system is an Italian-owned patent nationalized in thirty-eight countries
in the world, built in Italy and, under Italian license, in India, United States, Canada and South Africa.

Featured products
TowerLux, Luminite and Dieselight are the most advanced and latest products of the series designed and manufactured for use in extreme weather conditions of temperature, wind and precipitation, and to be installed in xed and mobile form on platforms and vehicles.

The strengths of the EIL system
Compared to the traditional mobile «Lighting Towers», the EIL system distinguishes itself by its:
• operating speed: 15 seconds to extend the structure
• lightness: one person can carry the system and position it
• simplicity: it does not require any metal structure assembly
• power: from 95,000 lumens on up, with a 360 degree range or low beam light
• versatility: the system can be equipped with more powerful lighting, utilized to reach higher operating heights. It is especially suited for use during the installation of antennas, video devices, and
logistical signs with writing or images. Lighting of base camp areas, landing strips, and maintenance, construction, and emergency areas.

Patent coverage
The E.I.L. system has several technical solutions that have been patented.
The main patent dates back to 1999: «Emergency Inatable Lighting System with bearing structure
- PCT 33/99». This was followed by others, until the most recent one, presented in 2011. The patent
33/99 it was nationalized and denitively approved (Patent Approved) in 18 European countries and
in 10 other countries outside Europe. The latest patents are in the process of nationalization (Patent
Pending).

Main patented technical solutions
This presentation discusses the most innovative technical solutions introduced by EIL patent
and adopted in technical lighting products:
• technology used for constant ination
• protection and air ltering systems
• vertical extension system of the bearing structure in progressive sectors
• internal pressure differentials and safety valves
• controlled lowering system of the tower upon cessation of internal pressure

History of the product
The EIL Systems has been used mainly in the sector of emergency and civil protection. It was licensed by the inventor in: Italy, India, USA, Canada.
The licensees have developed products with different features and solutions in relation to the operational needs and prevailing environmental conditions.

References and corporate credentials
In 2011 EIL Systems Srl was incorporated, which began producing directly the lighting system and
which combined in Towerlux Luminite the best technical solutions developed over the years.

Company and patents

EIL Systems srl was founded by Guido Medici, owner of the Tower-Lux patent, to
provide continuity and development to production in Italy. E.I.L. Systems srl has
combined in TowerLux/Luminite the best technical solutions developed over the
years by the licensee companies.

The EIL System contains several technical solutions that
have been patented by Guido Medici, the product’s inventor and CEO of EIL Systems srl. The main patent dates back
to 1999: «Emergency inatable light system with bearing
structure-PCT 22/99». This was followed by others, until the
most recent one, presented in 2011. The main patent was
nationalized and denitively approved in 18 European countries and in 10 other countries outside Europe.

There are 37 approved claims, and these concern: technology used for ination, protection systems, principles of vertical extension of the bearing structure, safety valves, differential pressure control, principles of controlled lowering of the
tower.

Products

EIL Systems products are
the result of experiences developed in collaboration with
various licensed companies
authorized to apply the EIL
Systems patents.
TowerLux Rete

TowerLux Dual

Luminite Rete

Luminite Dual

Dieselight

Tests & main certications
• Ination time: 15»
• Inammability: Class M1, not
inammable
• Wind resistance: 75/110 km/h (empirical
test to be validated in wind tunnel)
• Fan Life: 800h declared by the
manufacturer. 4000h tested with 400
cycles of 10 hours each
• Light source life: 26,000h with 20%
decline in efciency after 8,000h

Operation
Lifting
A normal air-lled tube is raised in two stages: 1st ination is completed on the ground.
2nd Once you reach pressure, the tube can
be lifted with the manual help of the operator. The problems related to this system
are: difculty of ination in critical situations
and need for an operator to push upwards.
Any weights on the top create moments of
creasing at the centre of the tube and difculty in setting it up.

EIL Controlled elevation system (CES). The extension of the bearing structure of the EIL tower
takes place vertically in stages, thanks to partitioned areas with holes of varying diameters.
This creates a differential pressure between the
various sectors and the extension of the vertical structure. The second advantage of the system regards the reduced lever arms L1, L2 and
L3 which allow moments favorable to lifting the
weight (P). The system also allows one to reach
very high operating heights.
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Lowering
The problem with lowering an inatable tube is
that a reduction of internal pressure causes the
base to give, and the structure to fall, with a
very long lever arm and consequent probable
damage to the light source. The lowering of the
structure therefore requires the presence of an
operator.

With a further patent, a controlled lowering system (CLS) has been introduced in the EIL structure. This system creates a «give» point at halfheight through a rubber band ttingly tightened
in relation to levels of internal pressure and the
height of the structure. The rubber band’s action
also creates an effect slowing down the speed of
internal pressure reduction; the top of the structure thus comes to rest on the ground gently. The
adoption of this system has led to a 70% reduction of cracks in the lighting sources.

Lighting

Operating brightness scale
The luminance levels on grassland in the absence of obstacles allow one to
operate on the conceptual scale dened below: at 15 meters you can thread a
needle, at 30 you can read a magazine, at 50 meters you can change a tire.

Metal
Lamp

halide

explosion-proof

The light sources used employ
metal halide discharge. The TowerLux series is currently equipped
with 1000W/95.000 lm type «E»
lamps (Fig. A). The Luminite and
Dieselight series are equipped with
875W/95.000 lm type «O» lamps (Fig.
B). The difference consists in the fact
that the discharge tube is protected
with an additional glass cylinder (Fig.
C). Failure due to wear of the source
can occur through the bursting of
the discharge tube. In this case, the
protection ensures the control of the
explosion and the integrity of the external surface (Fig. D).

Used in series for lighting large areas

The versatility of the EIL system allows you to intervene quickly and efciently even when it is
necessary to illuminate large areas and/or to indicate paths.

Comparisons
Horizontal illumination and luminance differences
Comparison between the illumination areas of a traditional light tower and a TowerLux/Luminite.
Observation point

Observation point

Traditional lighting tower

Towerlux/Luminite lighting tower

Very high contrast index

Very low contrast index

High glare

No glare effect

Vertical illumination and luminance differences
Comparison between the horizontal illumination areas of a traditional lighting tower and a TowerLux/Luminite.

Traditional lighting tower

Towerlux/Luminite lighting tower

Lighting is concentrated and points downwards

Uniform illumination, including vertically

Simulated emergency intervention and work in an airport in the U.K.

Horizontal Luminance

Example of favorable
illumination for work along
a railway
line with the need to move
quickly from place to
place.

Optimal illumination
through structures located
in the centre of a base
camp. Even illumination
across the eld.

Example of illumination in
emergency situations on
rough terrain.

Vertical luminance

The lighting allows you to
work at a level higher than
the source and to maintain
visual contact with the
operators on the ground
without being dazzled.

Example of vertical
illumination in emergency
situations on rough terrain.

TowerLux arranged in
series along the Holy
Father’s route towards the
Basilica of Our Lady of
Loreto on
September 5, 2004.

Production Maintenance Customization
Incidence
of replacement
ofpercentuale)
parts (percentage)
Incidenza
ricambi (in
4,50
4,00
3,50
3,00

The table shows the percentage of
the spare parts replaced over the
total number of units. Although the
overall average of the replacements
is extremely small, one can notice
the signicant improvement
achieved in the TowerLux/Luminite.

2,50

Tower

2,00

Luminite

1,50
1,00
0,50
0,00
Motori
Motors

Tubi
Tubes
ricambi part
Type ofTipo
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Examples of product customization

The structure can be used in the installation of antennas, wireless repeaters
and video cameras. The constant ination system lets you quickly apply backlit
signaling strips that
stay in contact with the surface with a
simple touch. The system can be used as
a signaling beacon to indicate strategic
areas and service centres.

Lampade
Lamps

EIL Systems Srl
Strengths of the system
OPERATING SPEED
exceptional operating speed of structure extension

LIGHTNESS
one person can raise the system and position it

EASE
does not require use and/or assembly of any metal structure

POWER AND QUALITY OF LIGHT
95,000 lumens on up, with a 360 degree range or low beam light

VERSATILITY
lighting, positioning of video recording instruments, antennas and
repeaters, usage as a beacon for logistical signaling
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